
I’m 25 years old and I’m a Software Developer and Digital Designer with a
great passion for computer generated imagery and data visualization.
I love philosophy, nature and the fine line between art and technology.
I also hacking things and getting engaged in new challenges.

The latest dev project I was involved in was the development of a python
pipeline for a 3D Animation Studio in Rome.
In November 2017 I won a scholarship from my region and now I'm
studying Computational Arts at Goldsmiths University of London.

In my spare time I create generative graphics and visualizations using
Processing, P5JS, Openframeworks, Houdini (have a look here:
http://yaskebasi.it/reel ).
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I worked mainly on the modeling, shading and texturing of the digital assets for the animated movie

"Winx Club: The Mystery of the Abyss" and the second season of the animated tv show "Mia and Me”.
I used Maya and Mudbox in a production pipeline.

3D JUNIOR ARTIST
RAINBOW CGI, ROME

JULY 2013-2014

I created 2d/3d motion graphics clips and photo editing/retouching for client such as Ferragamo, Borsa Italiana, Sensichips, Cavalli

(After Effects, Photoshop).
I also created vector and 3d illustrations for many other clients, and realized 2d designs for laser cutting (Mooma Design).

DIGITAL ARTIST
FREELANCE, ROME

2014-PRESENT

Checkout my 2016 showreel here: http://vimeo.com/vvzen/reel2016

I developed the backend and frontend of a small startup website (NodeJS, Javascript, jQuery)
I worked on a series of android apps with embedded 360 VR tours (Google Cardboard, Java for Android, Krpano)

SOFTWARE DEVELOPER
FREELANCE, ROME

OCT 2015-2017

PIPELINE DEVELOPER
RAINBOW CGI, ROME

JULY-NOVEMBER 2017

I helped in the development of the new RAINBOW CGI pipeline for an animated tv show.

My daily duties included: creating tools to speed up the workflow of artists and producers (Maya API, Python, PySide),
increasing the integration of our pipeline into Shotgun (creating a bridge between our MySQL db and Shotgun),
supporting artists and producers with pipeline issues, updating the technical docs, arranging development needs with the IT department.

EXPERIENCE



During my free time, I continued to work on my previous data viz in order to submit it to the Digital Design Awards 2017.
It was received the first place in the Illustration Category. I used the Houdini software in order to realize a series of 3D illustrations together with a

timelapse video showing the crashes in Rome happening in the March/August 2017 period.

I wrote a blogpost about it here: http://vvzen.it/archives/through-the-streets-of-rome

THROUGH THE STREETS OF ROME - DATA VISUALIZATION AUG 2017
PERSONAL PROJECTS

winner - illustration



After attending a course at RUFA, I created a small data visualization representing the location and number of crashes in Rome during the months

of September and October 2016. Coded in D3JS, open data from http://dati.comune.roma.it. Github : https://github.com/VVZen/data_viz_rufa

CRASHES IN ROME - DATA VISUALIZATION DEC 2016

I wrote a bot for twitter using Node.js and Openframeworks. Deployed on Heroku, it retweets tweets using certain hashtags and can also create,
upload and post images generated computationally using Openframeworks . I wrote an article describing the process that can be found here :
http://vvzen.it/archives/generative-twitter- bot-eng
The bot is live here : http://twitter.com/ccrtdroid

GENERATIVE TWITTER BOT 2016

PERSONAL PROJECTS



Visualizating data and information is the new frontier for communication design.

Alessio Dragoni (software engineer, data scientist and CEO at SciamLab) showed us the various structures and types of data,
the tools and the software libraries used to explore and visualize data and Enrico Parisio (design teacher at RUFA) picked the

best examples of data visualization in order to analyze their aesthetic and illustrate their effectiveness.

ROME UNIVERSITY OF FINE ARTS
L'ESTETICA DEI FLUSSI - OPEN E BIG DATA VISUALIZATION

SEPT-DEC 2016

MANPOWER / YOUNG TALENTS IN ACTION

The aim of the class was to teach the main themes of Data Science, such as Business, Statistics and Programming in order to

clarify the strategic role of Data Science into modern industries.

It included a technical training both on the theory (Supervised and Unsupervised Learning) and tools of the job (R Studio,

Databricks).

The class was 120 hours long, with 8 hours lessons each day.

DATA SCIENCE
APRIL-MAY 2017

In this 80 hours masterclass students will learn how to use Houdini and its procedural workflow for creating models, textures

and visual fx (such as destructions, particle simulations, dynamics) and rendering them using Houdini rendering engine,

Mantra. The master will also cover scripting in VEX and Python inside Houdini.

The teacher is Jean Claude Nouchy, who worked as FX Artist for films like Inception, Iron Man 2, John Carter.
I attended this class in order to use Houdini procedural approach for creating and rendering complex Data Visualizations.

VIFX - SCHOOL OF VISUAL EFFECTS
MASTERCLASS HOUDINI SIDEFX

MAY 2017
EDUCATION



95 / 100
HIGH SCHOOL
GREEK AND PHILOSOPHY STUDIES

2006-2011

3d course aimed to the production of a personal 3d short through all the pipeline stages needed in a modern animation

production.

110 / 110

RAINBOW ACADEMY
3D GENERALIST DIGITAL PRODUCTION

OCT 2012-JUNE 2013

Samsung App Academy is an innovative and immersive program hosted in six cities for high school students interested in

STEM. The Academies give talented students the chance to learn more about the world of mobile app conceptualising and

programming. The students will learn to program apps using Java for Android and its official IDE, Android Studio.

POLITECNICO DI MILANO
SAMSUNG APP ACADEMY

MAY-SEPT 2015

EDUCATION


